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Grade 7 – 2015 Season Opener vs. Salem Rams 
By Jim Loiselle – EndZone Publisher – e-mail Jim.Loiselle@lyfs.org  

 
The 2015 AYF season had an early start this 
past Saturday evening as the Grade 7 
Londonderry Wildcats visited the Rams of 
Salem at Salem High School. 
 
Offense scores points and defense wins games 
the old saying goes.  The other old adage adds 
when you make a mistake on offense you give 
up the ball, when you make a mistake on 
defense you give up a score.  Sometimes it 
takes both of those things to happen to make a 
difference. 

Salem won the toss and received the opening 
kick-off.  The Rams would have two offensive 
series in the first quarter each ending with a 
loss on downs.  On both series Salem was 

stymied by the swarming Cat defense.  Though recovered by Salem, Marek Michno (#87) forced a fumble setting 
up a 4th and 8.  Daniel Gear (#34) would stop the runner short handing over the ball to Londonderry on downs. 

The Wildcats first offensive series chewed up a lot of time but ended in a fumble giving the ball back to the Rams.  
Now moving the ball, the Rams recorded several first downs.  Facing a 3rd and 2 deep in Londonderry territory 
Dylan McEachern would get a tackle for a 4 yard loss forcing Salem to pass on 4th down.  A pass that fell 
incomplete.  Londonderry would have to punt the ball away after stalling on their drive to end the first quarter.   

The Cats would get an offensive opportunity early in the 2nd quarter.  On a sustained drive with the running of 
William Heenan (#82), Dylan McEachern, Eric Raza (#27), and Lucas Seaman (#24) Londonderry used nearly 5 
minutes of clock.  But, loss the ball on a fumble to Salem with 
minutes to play in the half.  Salem would take to the air but 
rushed scrambles and the defense including tackles by 
Jacob Naar (#19) would hold off Salem.  Tied at zero the 
teams went to half time. 

Londonderry would start the final half with the ball and 
immediately began grinding out yards and time starting with 
a 20 yard KO return to mid-filed by Luke Romanek (#27).  
Will Reyes (#55), Keith Cucinotta, and Robert Doucet (#51) 
would advance the ball all the way down to the Ram 22 yard 
line.  The Cats would give up the ball on an incomplete pass. 

Forcing a fumble Londonderry’s Jacob Naar would scoop up 
the ball on the 23 yard line setting up the Cat offense to take 
advantage of the Ram mistake.  On a 2nd and 8 from the 21 
yard line Wildcat Eric Raza would take the ball to the 3, 
setting up a 1st and goal to go.  But on the next three plays 
the Rams would, including a QB sack,  push the Cats back to 
the 14 yard line.  Facing a 4th and goal Aiden O’Laughlin 
(#38) would take the pass from QB Nicholas Asadoorian 
(#11) to the end-zone (right – Courtesy Erin Murray) and the 
Cats 6-0 lead with under a minute left in the 3rd quarter. 
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The Wildcat defense and the outstanding punting of Eric Raza would keep Salem at bay.  The Rams would get the 
ball for two more offensive series but were stopped by Londonderry on each.  William Heenan would lead all 
tacklers with 5 solo stops and Lucas Seaman had 3 total stops, 2 for loss.  Luke Romanek (4 solo tacklers), Keith 
Cucinotta (4 solo tackles) and Will Reyes (4 solo tackles, one for a loss) rounded the defensive effort.   

With Salem threatening to score, Londonderry would get the ball back with 10 seconds remaining to secure the 
hard fought opening day victory over Salem 6 to 0. 

 

Flag Full of Fun !!! 
By Bubba Higgins – EndZone Ghost Writer – e-mail info@lyfs.org  

 
The Wildcats Blue and White Flag 
football teams kicked off their season in 
Hudson with games against Derry’s 
Red and Black teams.  Wildcats Blue 
were all fired up after scoring on their 
first drive of the day with a long run by 
#87 Sullivan Daron.   Derry matched the 
feat with a touchdown of their own, 
before #20 Ben Williams impressive 
sideline run beating 3 defenders along 
the way for another. 
 

The teams continued to trade scores throughout the day, with Daron leading the way for Wildcats Blue with 3 more. 
 

The White squad found themselves deadlocked in a scoreless battle through most of the 1st quarter, until Derry 
snuck one in.  Not to be outmatched, Wildcats White marched the ball down field on their next possession and 
punched in the score on a 1 yard run by #15 Brock St. Gelais.  
The competition raged on and #3 Colton Boorda closed the 
game on a high note for Wildcat White with one final score. 
 

NO score is kept at all officially or otherwise for fun-flag 
football……we just note some of the great efforts all the teams 
showed. 
 

The 8 member Tiny Mites Cheerleaders were also on hand to cheer 
for the boys while entertaining adoring fans….right 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you follow us on Twitter – to get in game  - as it happens Tweets ??        

LWCats 
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Manchester-East Cobras vs. Grade 3 
By Jim Loiselle – EndZone Publisher – e-mail Jim.Loiselle@lyfs.org  
 
In youth football we see various stages of development and abilities of both coaches 
and players.  For many this is still a new learning experience and with time the 
understanding and performance improves.  What’s always important is the fun factor.  
We keep score to know who wins and losses but that is never the most important 
thing.  Playing as team, having fun and learning how to lose are all of equal 
importance too.   
 
Visiting Manchester-East the Wildcat G3 squad of 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 graders would face the Manchester-East Cobras.  

The contest started off with Londonderry winning the toss and accepting the kick off.  Londonderry mis-handled the 
bouncing ball and the fumble scooped up by Manchester was returned 46 yards for the TD and the early lead. 

Getting the ball back Londonderry would begin to move the ball behind the running of Carson Palma (#52) who 
recorded 21 yards and a Londonderry first down.  A penalty by Manchester would move the ball all the way down to 
the Cobra 37 yard line.  There the Cat offense would stall and Manchester would get the ball back.  

The Wildcat Division 8 Cheer Squad 
 

On the next series penalties would twice bring back long Manchester TD runs but eventually their speed would get 
them a score on a 26 yard counter play early in the second quarter.  Samuel Ogden (#8) would intercept a point-
after TD keeping the score Manchester 13 Londonderry 0.  On the day Manchester was penalized 11 times for over 
100 yards to Londonderry’s one holding penalty late in the game.  
 
Londonderry would stall on their next offensive series turning the ball over on downs that was quickly turned into a 
Manchester 45 yard TD run.  With 3 minutes left in the half and the ball all the way back on the 19 the Cats had a 
long way to go with little time.   
 
On the final series of the half Carson Palma and Sam Ogden behind their offensive line were able to record two first 
downs and 60 yards (helped by a few Cobra penalties), but time ran out in the half Londonderry down 19 to 0. 
 
 

All photos courtesy of Jim Loiselle, Erin Murray, Renee Rheaume, Will Kullman, and Dave Daron 
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The Cobra’s would quickly score to open the half.  Londonderry would get the ball on the 39 for their next try.  
Carson Palma’s 61 yard TD run was called back due to a Wildcat penalty and the drive would again stall.   
 

Manchester would get the ball on downs and score on a 41 yard TD run leading 31 to 0.  The AYF Lop-Sided Score 
rule now came into effect.  The game was now over with a Manchester victory, the clock would continue to run 
unstopped to the end of the game.  Teams would play as a scrimmage and Manchester was further limited in what 
plays/players could participate. 

 
Officially the final score was Manchester 1 – Londonderry 0.  Under AYF football rules G3/U9 football (grades 2 and 
3) is instructional.  Games are recorded as simple wins-losses as this is a learning and educational process for 
young football players 

 

Grade 4 vs. Cobras 
By Jim Loiselle – EndZone Publisher – e-mail Jim.Loiselle@lyfs.org  
 

The Grade 4 game would start off on a couple of good notes.  Manchester attempting an on-side kick to start the 
game failed when Cam Brutus (#1) covered up the kick.  With a stiff Cobra defense the Cats turned the ball over on 
downs to Manchester.  Londonderry would quickly get the ball back when Tyler Miles (#75) would tackle and strip 
the ball from the Cobra back.  All that action in under two minutes !! 

Londonderry would start to churn out a few yards of offense behind Quinton Delorey (#2), Cam Brutus (#1),  and 
Matthew Carroll (#11).  Throw in a couple of Manchester penalties and Londonderry would earn a first down but 
later stall. 
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Londonderry would now get a good look at the Manchester 
offense.  Deploying a quick-paced no huddle offense the Cats 
were kept off balance this first series.  Manchester powering up 
the middle would churn out yards and on 5 quick plays score.   
 

Londonderry was stalled again and after Manchester blocked a 
Wildcat punt would pull ahead by 12….and then score quickly 
again to lead 19 to 0 a score they would carry into the half. 
 

Londonderry’s defense would adjust to the quick no-huddle 
tempo in the 3rd quarter.  Leading all tacklers Tyler Miller  
would record 8 solo tackles and 2 fumble recoveries.  Quinton 
Delorey would have 2 solo tackles and a sack.  Jaydon Navarro 
( #84) would have several tackles and his penetration into the 
backfield of Manchester would disrupt several pass plays.  
Additionally, Matthew Carroll and Owen Romanek (#12) would 
each have 2 solo tackles.  Each team was a little sloppy with a 
total of 18 penalties between squads !! 
 
Having adjusted to the tempo and stopping the run the Cobras 
moved to their passing game to maintain possession and would 
pull ahead 25 to 0 to end the 3rd quarter.  The 4th quarter saw 
each team trade possessions stalling out after defensive stops.   
 

With about 2 minutes left in the game Manchester would get the 
ball back on their own 38 yard line.  Running the ball they had 
the game an victory firmly in hand.   
 

Getting a long running play down to the 10 yard line of 
Londonderry with 30 seconds left in the game, and the game 
firmly in control all Manchester needed to do was take a knee 
allowing the clock to run down.  Instead they decided to run the 
ball.  The Cats would  push them back to the 11 yard line. With 
now just 10 seconds left in the game the Manchester coach 
elected to run the ball in for the final score, and now the lop-
sided game victory of 32 to 0.   

 

Grade 5 Travels to Hollis 
By Bubba Higgins – EndZone Ghost Writer – e-mail 
info@lyfs.org  
 
The 11U 5th Grade Wildcats started off their 2015 campaign 
with a bang on Sunday with a 32-0 victory over the Hollis-
Brookline Jr. Cavaliers. The Cats marched the ball down the 
field on their opening drive which culminated with a two yard TD 
run by #10 Nathan Pedrick (extra point run in by #53 Drew 
Heenan) to take an early 7-0 lead. After a four play defensive 
stop, Londonderry quickly made it 13-0 on a touchdown run by 
#56 Dylan Wrisley. 

On H-B’s next possession, the Wildcat defense stepped up with 
a key 3

rd
 down interception by #34 Liam Stott. The offense  
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then made it 3-for-3 when Heenan scampered in from 15 yards to increase the lead to 19-0. Strong play continued 
on both sides of the ball when #11 Dane Duarte forced and recovered a Cavalier fumble which led to a TD run by 
#79 Hunter Rheaume (EP Wrisley) and the Wildcats took a 26-0 lead into halftime. 

 
Londonderry wasted no time on their first 
possession of the second half as #42 Andrew 
Kullman completed five passes and closed out 
the drive with a ten yard scoring pass to Heenan 
to make it 32-0 and put the Mercy Rule into 
effect. 
The 1-0 Wildcats will face Nashua PAL in 
Nashua this Sunday. 
 
Left Top - #42 Andrew Kullman winds up for the 
pass……completed to #37 Brandon Robbins – Left 
Bottom.  Courtesy Renee Rheaume 

 

 

 
Grade 6 – OFFENSE - OFFENSE  
By Jim Loiselle – EndZone Publisher – e-mail Jim.Loiselle@lyfs.org  
 

Where does one begin.  Between the Cobras and the Wildcats over 600 
yards of total offense was recorded to go along with the 69 total points 
scored.  This was a fun game to watch with long TD runs, KO returns for 
TD, passing TD’s and did I mention over 600 yards of offense.  Yeah the 
defenses played too, but this game was all about the offenses. 
 

Cole Duarte (#75) got the ball rolling on the opening drive.  The Wildcats 
won the toss and received.  On the second play from scrimmage Cole 
pounded the ball up the middle 54 yards for the TD and with his EP run the 
Cats jumped out to the early 7-0 lead. 
 

Manchester would pounce right back on their opening drive.  On their first 
play they would connect on a 25 yard pass on the Wildcat 30.  A few  
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penalties, a few Wildcat stops and on a 4
th
 

and 15 the Cobras would strike with a TD 
pass to move into 1 point of Londonderry. 
 
Londonderry’s next drive would stall but a 
bouncing non-returnable punt would push 
Manchester back to their own 38 yard line.  
Attempting to run up the middle the 
swarming defense would not budge.  
Manchester took to the air again.  Nathan 
Duddy (#62) would get a sack to end the 
first quarter.   
 
D10 Cheer…….. 

 
Taking over to start the next period, 
Manchester facing a 4

th
 down on the 26 

yard line would let go a 26 yard TD bomb to 
now pull ahead 12 to 7.  On the ensuing 

kickoff Tyler Murray (#15) would score on a 55 yard TD run and that quick Londonderry would pull ahead 13 to 
12……..and the second quarter just started !!  Manchester would leave it on the ground, quickly grinding out yards 
and a score to pull ahead 18 to 13. 
 
The Wildcats started their next drive near mid-field but stalled after a 4 minute possession but again punted 
pushing Manchester all the way back to the 22 yard line.  In the next back and forth both teams would stall.  
Benjamin Martin (#19) would stop a Cobra drive with an interception but the Cats could not capitalize on the 
Manchester error giving the ball back on down to Manchester on their 35 with 10 seconds in the quarter.  The 
Cobras attempted to score on a long pass play but stepped out of bounds on the 5 yard line to end the half. 
 
Manchester would step it up in the 3

rd
 quarter moving to a no-huddle offense keeping the Wildcats on their toes 

until they could adjust to the speed.  Four runs for positive yardage, a 19 yard TD pass and in a minute Manchester 
would pull further ahead 24 to 13. 
 
Londonderry was not done either !!  
Taking the next kick-off 26 yards 
Matthew Perron (#26) would set up 
Londonderry on the Cobra 44.  
Behind Cole Duarte and Matthew 
Perron the Cats would start to move 
the ball setting up a Duarte to 
Perron 36 yard TD pass to pull 
Londonderry closer 20 to 24. 
 
Evan Iannazzo (#42) would tackle 
the kick-off returner for no gain way 
back on the 27 yard line.  The 
Cobra no huddle offense now in a 
steady rain would control the ball for 
20 plays on a 6 minute scoring 
drive.  Londonderry would answer 
quickly this time a 47 yard TD pass 
from Cole Duarte to Colby 
Ramshaw (#88) (right). 
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With 5 minutes left in the game Londonderry 
would claw closer 26 to 30. 
 
Londonderry was lead defensively by Devin Ortiz 
(#41) with 6 solo tackles…..but this was an 
offensive slug-it-out in the trenches game with 
both team totaling almost 700 yards of offense.  It 
was a clean game too with only 3 total penalties. 
  
Can’t keep those Wildcat fans away, as they packed the 
sidelines in Manchester supporting their boys and girls on all 
day !! 

 
The next few series were a quick back and forth.  
Taking to the air the Cobras would pull ahead 36 
to 26 on a 28 yard TD pass and after a 
Londonderry fumble pull ahead for good 43 to 26. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Grade 8 – Slashes & Tatters the Cobras 
By Jim Loiselle – EndZone Publisher – e-mail Jim.Loiselle@lyfs.org  
 
The Londonderry Wildcats dominated the Manchester-East Cobras defense by 
running and passing for over 300 total yards.  The Cobra’s offense was shut 
down securing only two first downs (one due to a Wildcat penalty) the entire 
game.  Manchester had no answer for the power and speed of the Wildcat 
offensive and defensive 8

th
 grade units. 

 
Spreading out the Cobras defense and finding holes was the order of business 
for the Wildcats.  Tyler Kayo (#8) would get the scoring underway with a 37 
yard TD scamper mid-way through the first quarter.  Tyler would gain over 100 
yards combined passing and running yardage securing critical first downs 
keeping drives alive.   
 
Right – Kayo takes the swing pass from McEachern for the first Wildcat 1

st
  down. 

 
Jake McEachern (#27) would get the second Wildcat TD on a sustained drive. 
McEachern would be 3 for 3 in passing for 79 yards.  Adding his 29 rushing 
yards, Jake would also have a 100+ yard day.  Rounding out the offense were 
backs Christopher Gozza (#11), Bennett Abladian (#36), and Alexander 
Tsetsilas (#17).   
 
Shutting down the Cobras on defense included Cooper Bartlett (#78) with 5 
solo tackles and Cam Babine (#70) who spent most of the day in the back field 
disrupting the Manchester offense. 
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Adding to the defensive team effort was Alejandro Arnaiz (#10) and Blaine Hopkins #63). 
 

Left - The line gave Jake 
McEachern all the time to 
pass….he was a perfect 3 for 3 
passing. 
 

The teams traded possessions as 
the running games chewed up 
yardage and lots of time through 
the 3

rd
 quarter.  Londonderry would 

add the insurance TD mid-way 
through the final quarter.  Chewing 
up nearly 5 minutes the Cats 
methodically ripped, tore and 
tattered their way through the tired 
defense of Manchester.  Bennett 
Abladian would gain 27 yards on 2 
carries and a first down.  Kayo and 
McEachern would each get rushing 
first downs and the final TD was 
scored by McEachern and with his 
EP run after TD the Cats would 
scratch their way to a shutout of the 
Manchester-East Cobras 19 to 0. 
 
 
 
Division 14 cheer…..poses on the 
sideline  

 
 
 
 
  
 


